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Sprecher Maple Root Beer
Signage Options
Maple Root Beer Signage
We are excited to show you two new maple root Beer signs. One version is a nice sign that can hang on
the wall. The second option is a paper sign that will stand on its own.
Our hope is to provide you with a tool to use them at your own shop or to support sales at places you may
already be selling maple root beer. Maybe give your customers a free one with the purchase of 5 cases of
maple root beer. Just an idea to get you thinking.

Large 12” x 18” Plastic Signs
The large plastic sign is made with a coating to allow
the use of a dry erase marker. You can add your own
comments and pricing as you see fit. This sign is
currently available in two options. Both are the
same size at 12” x 18” and are made of the same light
weight plastic material, about a 1/8” thick. Version 1
has the saying: “When Pancakes Meet Ice Cream
Floats” on the bottom and Version 2 has that section
Left blank.

Small Free-Standing Paper Signs
These smaller signs are great for stores, farmers markets and craft shows. There are two types one stands
vertically and has 3 sides and the other is a two-sided horizonal sign. They are each made of card stock
and stand on their own. The vertical sign is 6” wide on each side and stands 9 ¼” tall. The horizontal sign is
11 ½” long and 7 ½” tall.

Regular Sign Price:
Large Plastic Sign

$20.00 each
Paper Signs

$2.50 each

